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CALL REPORT Issue # 9 Date Created: 06/14/96Who initiated the call? Review Board's representative in the 

call: Dave MontagueDescription of the Call Date: 06/14/96Subject: Call from John Judge re: footageSummary 

of the Call:Dallas Project:John called to provide some feedback he heard from other researchers re: the Veazy 

footage. He said the following:Point a): 2 sequences seem to show the parking lot behind the knoll: 1st 

SequenceIts unclear as to the time of the sequence but his understanding is that it was taken within minutes 

after the shooting & done by Don Cook (he doesn't know where Cook currently is). There are several men 

wearing dark suits standing in the parking lot waving people away from the area; He believes the may be the 

"phony" SS agents supposedly in the area. This sequence appears to be taken facing away from the 

pergola.2nd SequenceIn the 2nd sequence, the hats are different from the Dallas detective hats & some of 

them are wearing trench coats. The 2nd sequence seems to be taken facing the pergola. It appears to be taken 

probably a few minutes after the shooting (which Judge feels may be significant).Point b): There's a truck 

parked on the corner of Houston & Commerce sometime after the assassination; It has 4 pergola dishes on its 

top. Judge does not know of satellite up-links at that time, but says they were pointing toward commerce 

street. Judge is curious as to what the truck was & why it was there. He wonders (based on a recent public 

hearing) if it is related to an Army intelligence van in the area that day & that they were filming & 

photographing the assassination. Point c): The 3rd major area people asked about relates to the rifle. A rifle is 

shown being carried without gloves. This gun does not appear to have a scope. He suggests looking around 

3/4 into the footage & looking for two guys appearing to be DPD officers walking along the edge of the Dal-Tex 

building.John Judge = 202-583-5347 (home)
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